BIS/AITP - Travelers Business Insights and Analytics Internship and Career Program Info Session

On Wednesday, October 7th, 2020 at 4:00 pm, BIS and AITP students gathered in Zoom to attend an information session on the Travelers Business Insights and Analytics (BIA) Programs. The info session focused on Travelers BIA internship and early career development programs. The BIS Travelers BIA alumni conducting the info session and giving the presentation included: Peter Ereshena – Data Engineer; Brian McKenna – Data Analyst; and Mike Zisk – Personal Insurance Business Architecture.

Attendees were exposed to details of Traveler’s BIA programs, previously known as the Business Intelligence and Geospatial program. The BIS alumni went over information systems skills such as database, SQL, business intelligence and analytics, as well as business, coding and communication that proved helpful to them in Travelers BIA internship program. The alumni discussed the many cool and interesting technologies and types of systems in Travelers BIA. The alumni also brought out how they receive great mentorship in Travelers BIA and throughout the internship process. Students were shown a presentation and had the opportunity to ask questions. The session lasted about an hour.